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Abstract: Land abandonment is a complex multi-dimensional process with interlinked economic, environmental and social aspects. This paper presents a case study of an isolated hill sheep farming community in SW Ireland, where a combination of low incomes, ageing population, lack of successors and strong environmental constraints are perceived to be among the main factors leading to their demise. However, the uplands they have grazed for generations are of high nature conservation value, and depend on active management to maintain both their ecology and landscapes. The research, which is based on a combination of interviews and farming systems research, highlights the misfit between what the mountain can produce, light hill lamb, and what the globalised market demands. The paper argues that if ‘farming for conservation’ is the new function of such farming systems, then we should consider decoupling public goods payments from agricultural subsidies, along with integrating agriculture in disadvantaged areas within a broader rural development framework. The research aims to fill the gap between macro policy and the micro reality of an upland community on a self-declared ‘tipping point’.
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1. Introduction

There is currently considerable debate around land abandonment in Europe, its drivers and the social and natural consequences. The general consensus is that farmland abandonment is occurring primarily in areas where agriculture is less productive, particularly in remote and mountainous regions and areas with poor soil and a harsh climate, and in Eastern Europe as a result of political change since the 1990s (Keenleyside and Tucker, 2010; Baldock et al., 1996; MacDonald et al., 2000; Kristensen et al., 2004; Strijker, 2005; Prischepov et al., 2013). It results largely from the decline in the viability of extensively managed, low input, small scale agricultural systems that are often of high nature conservation value. Around half of Europe’s network of Nature 2000 sites are farmed environments (Halada et al., 2011), and over 30% of EU farmland is estimated to be High Nature Value (HNV) (EEA, 2010, 2004; Parachinni et al., 2008). Projected estimates of European Union (EU) farmland abandonment by the year 2030, vary greatly from possible highs of 8% (Renwick et al., 2013), under an increasing trade liberalisation and low Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) subsidy scenario, to more conservative mid-range estimates of 3–4% (Keenleyside and Tucker, 2010) (see also Verburg et al., 2010; Verburg and Overmars, 2009; Pointereau et al., 2008).

Keenleyside and Tucker (2010) argue that land abandonment is difficult to define, measure and study, and varies from semi-abandonment to various forms of permanent or transitional abandonment. The impacts of abandonment vary according to context, nevertheless, it is clear that large areas of semi-natural habitats, often dependent on extensive grazing systems, will be affected in the coming years and there will be socio-cultural, biodiversity, landscape and other environmental services and public goods consequences (Parachinni et al., 2008; Bignal and McCracken, 2000; 1996). Land abandonment is a complex multi-dimensional process with interlinked economic, environmental and social aspects (Renwick et al. 2013; Verburg and Overmars 2009).

It is also argued that some land abandonment and rewilding (i.e., the passive management of ecological succession) may prove beneficial for habitat restoration and reforestation, particularly in highly fragmented landscapes (Navarro and Pereira, 2012; Pointereau et al., 2008; Höchtl et al., 2005). In biodiversity terms, there would be losers and winners, but it is clear that much of the agri-biodiversity associated with extensively managed high nature value (HNV) farmland would be in the loosing category (Plieninger and Bieling, 2013; Plieninger et al. 2006). Terres et al., (2015: 21) define land abandonment as a ‘cessation of land management which leads to undesirable changes in biodiversity and ecosystem services’. Land abandonment would also
bring about major changes to European cultural landscapes and the societal values associated with them (Daugstad et al., 2006; Antrop, 2005; Hanley et al., 2007). As Adams (2003) and Rackham (2000) remind us, the countryside has a history and so do the habitats within it. Farmed landscapes evolved as tightly coupled social-ecological systems and traditionally people received direct benefits from their environment. The crux of the problem today as expressed by Fischer et al., (2010), is that globalised markets and rural development programmes have altered the social subsystem in traditional farming landscapes, whereas conservationists seek to preserve the ecological subsystem. The traditional links between people and nature are broken, however the humanised landscapes of Europe require active management. The reduction of labour intensive traditional practices is as argued by MacDonald et al., (2000), as valid a threat to biodiversity as physical land abandonment. The European Union via its 1996 Cork Declaration (www.ec.europa.eu) aspires to a lived-in countryside and the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) supports farming in disadvantaged and marginal areas via its Second Pillar, the Rural Development Programme. Even if farming in such areas can no longer be justified in terms of the production of food and fibre, its new function is seen to lie in the provision of environmental goods and services demanded by society, including countryside management (Bonn et al., 2009; Burton et al., 2009; Hanley et al., 2007).

Drivers of land abandonment are complex, multidimensional and include such interlinked processes as agricultural intensification and marginalisation, farm structure, biophysical conditions, remoteness, accessibility, socio-economic factors, ageing population and demographic decline, globalisation of markets, lack of economic viability and agricultural support payments, among others (Renwick et al., 2013; Keenleyside and Tucker 2010; Terres et al., 2015; MacDonald et al., 2000; Conti and Fagarazzi, 2004; Prischepov et al., 2013; Rey Benayas et al., 2007; Pinto-Correia and Sørensen, 1995). Low intensive livestock systems on poor mountainous land, the subject of the below case study, ticks all the boxes. Keenleyside and Tucker (2010:11) remind us that model projections of farmland abandonment need to be interpreted with great caution, as they vary according to socio-economic and policy assumptions, and because ultimately abandonment is context specific. Or rather farmers' responses to the various driving factors is context specific, and similar combinations of drivers can produce quite different responses at local levels. Factors driving change cannot be separated from factors driving location (Verburg et al., 2002).

This paper aims to expose the drivers of land abandonment in a context specific case study set in the uplands of SW Ireland. Local case studies are important for understanding fine scale patterns that drive land cover change and are still among the best approaches to understanding complex human – nature systems (Lambin 2003; Mottet at al. 2006). In the below research, micro empirical knowledge of farming systems and socio-economics is entwined with insight into the local culture and mentality, which is critical in understanding the inhabitants’ decision-making process and ultimately their likely future options. Of course the place is not unique, rather it is an indicator whose underlying dynamics have wider applicability in the Irish and European uplands in general. The study aims to fill the gap between macro policy and the micro reality of an upland community on a self-declared ‘tipping point’.

2. Methods

This research concentrates on a typical mountain valley with a clear geographical unity, on the Iveragh peninsula, County Kerry, SW Ireland. The Iveragh uplands have been the subject of previous ecological and farming systems research, thus the wider context is well known (O’Rourke and Kramm 2012; O’Rourke and Kramm 2009; Kramm et al. 2010; Anderson 2013). The current study concentrates on the Coomasaharn-Caneagarh valley, comprising the townlands of Coomasaharn, Caneagarh and Tooreenelagh and covering an area of approximately 15 km² (see Fig.1). The research is based on seven months field work in the valley in 2014, and adopted a broadly ethnographic approach whereby participant observation was combined with 23 semi-structured interviews (see Table 1). Twelve of the interviewees were inhabitants of the valley, all involved in agriculture. Four of the interviewees were farmers from ‘outside’ who either bought or inherited land in the valley, and the remaining seven were people with official links to the area such as agricultural advisors, local politicians, tourism and rural
development experts. All the interviews lasted a few hours, and several interviews / conversations with the valley hill farmers’ involved up to three repeat visits, including walking the mountain or herding sheep in their company. The in-situ interviews with the inhabitants of the valley concentrated on the hill farming system and its socio-economics, farm management practices, land-use change, farm diversification, the social context and their vision for the future. Attention was also paid to their underlying mentality, their decision-making process and what they perceived as the main issues impacting on their farming system and ultimately, way of life. The interviews with outside officials provided supporting information on the broader context. This was supplemented by agriculture and demographic statistics and data on farm ownership in the valley, obtained from the Government Land Registry (www.prai.ie). All the interviews were qualitatively analysed. The overall objective was to produce an ethnographic rich narrative based on a micro-scale case study, but which informs our understanding of macro-scale processes occurring in similar contexts throughout Europe.

Tab 1. List of Interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Farmers in the Valley</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired Farmers in the Valley</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Farmers with Land in the Valley</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley Farmer’s Wives</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers of Valley Farmers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Development Experts (Local)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism Expert (Local)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Counsellor /Politician</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm Advisor (Teagasc)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Expert</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Interviewees</strong></td>
<td><strong>23</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Introduction to Field Site

The Coomasaharn-Canearagh valley essentially consists of cut over blanket bog from which much peat or turf was extracted in the past, and is in parts still used for peat extraction today (see Fig. 2). The farm houses are surrounded by privately owned fields of stony rough grazing, some of which have been reclaimed (known as ‘green land’), but still remain quite unproductive. The landscape and farming system is dominated by the upland commonages of Coomasaharn, Canearagh and Tooreenealagh, typically reaching elevations of 700 to 800 metres. The commons, or ‘common lands’, are managed on a share-holding (rather than grazing rights) basis, which means that the commoners own the commons. A few of the farmers in the valley have bought or are renting land elsewhere on the Iveragh peninsula, generally in an effort to produce some winter fodder of hay or silage. Overall, the land holding system is very fragmented, each with its inherited lottery of good and bad land. The Coomasaharn glaciated cirque lake, where Arctic Char are to be found, dominates the southern end of the valley (see Fig. 3). A small coniferous forest plantation is to be found on the southern side of the lake in the townland of Tooreenealagh, which is now deserted, with the remains of five simple two roomed roofless cottages dotted around the landscape near the lake. Annual rainfall on the Iveragh peninsula is high ranging from 1,350 mm to 3,000 mm in elevated places like Coomasaharn-Canearagh (www.met.ie). Even in the summer time, one can hear the gushing of mountain streams as they race to the coast about 12 km away. The hamlet of Coomasaharn along with the few dispersed farmsteads of Caneeragh are situated about 8 km from the main road, and the road leading into the valley is very narrow and in poor condition.
There are six active farmers living in the valley today, ranging in age from 50 to 79 years, and four of whom are unmarried. Only one of the farms has a designated successor, who currently works full-time off-farm. The concentration of bachelor farmers, often caring for elderly parents, is striking. This trend commenced some time ago when it is said that many women refused to marry into the perceived drudgery and poverty of hill farms, preferring instead to emigrate. This along with depopulation marked the start of the fraying of social resilience in the valley. The total permanent population of Canearagh today is three, thirteen in Coomasaharn, and Tooreenealagh is deserted (Census of Population, 2016). The elderly people remember a time in the 1950s/1960s when there were fifty people living in Canearagh and sixty in Coomasaharn, and the valley was full of the sounds of children going to school over a mountain path to Letter National School. One should note that the large population of the past lived a semi-subsistence life. They grew all their own vegetables (the potato being the staple food), had mutton from the hills and cut their own turf which was their sole source of fuel. Emigration, generally to England or America, was the only option for the young people without land.
Apart from the above-mentioned resident active farmers, there are four farmers from outside the valley who have bought and/or inherited land in the valley, mostly for access to commonage, and are locally referred to as ‘people coming-in’, and none of whom live in the valley. At the entrance to the valley, some cutover bog (with no commonage rights), was bought by outside investors some years ago, essentially for its entitlements/subsidies. This land is fenced off and abandoned. It is today covered in regenerating scrub, ‘rewilding’, and is seen as a potential fire risk. The area around Coomasaharn lake is particularly scenic (see Fig. 3). All the uplands in the study area are designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC), as defined under the European Habitats Directive (Directive 92/43, May 1992), in recognition of their internationally important blanket bog and moorland habitats. There are legally binding restrictions on development and land use within SAC areas.

Many families in the valley are inter-related or inter-married, which is reflected in the dominance of a few surnames. The land and its ownership is still sacred, and a woman who recently put her small farm in the valley up for sale, stated that if she sold to an outsider, she dared not show her face in the valley again. Part of the desire to keep ‘unknowns /strangers’ out is the fear of having a difficult neighbour and the problems that could cause in relation to managing the commons, which dominates the land tenure system in the valley. However, one can observe the emergence of a trend whereby a few ‘strong’ farmers from outside the valley are buying-up or inheriting farms in the valley when they become available and manage them from a distance. For example, one of these ‘outside farmers’ has over 1,000 sheep on various holdings throughout the Iveragh peninsula, including in the valley. This trend is repeated throughout the Iveragh uplands. It marks a move towards larger holdings, less labour input and a simplification of the management system, with the first areas to be abandoned being the steeper slopes and those that are difficult to access (O’Rourke and Kramm, 2009; Cocca et al., 2012; Mottet et al., 2006). It also leads to more depopulation of the valley.
Currently, land abandonment is not a major issue in the valley, in fact parts of the mountain are still overgrazed. But, not only can abandoned land be observed at the entrance to the valley and throughout the Iveragh peninsula, there is a general consensus in the study area that it is what the local people refer to as a ‘tipping point’, and that the current generation of hill farmers will be the last to farm the mountain in the way they have traditionally done for generations, albeit with adaptations. One is frequently reminded that ‘soon there will be no one here’ and that the mountain ‘will go wild’, meaning out of human control, something that is always perceived in negative terms. What is happening in the Coomasaharn-Canearagh valley is typical of many other isolated places throughout the Iveragh and Irish uplands in general.

4. Farming System

On paper, the valley’s farm sizes of 100–430 hectares look big when the vast commonage shares are added to the privately-owned lowland, but practically all of it consists of peatland, stony rough grazing or scree covered mountain. The majority of farms in the Coomasaharn-Canearagh valley do not produce any fodder, with the buying-in of feedstuff hay/silage and especially meal concentrates for the sheep, being the largest source of farm expenditure. The dominant farming system in the valley and throughout the Iveragh peninsula is hill sheep farming. The traditional sheep breed is the hardy mountain Scotch Blackface that live outdoors on the mountain all year round, being brought down to lower ground in March prior to lambing in April/May. The ewes are supplementary fed with bought-in cereal based feedstuffs around lambing time (March – June) prior to being put back up the mountain. The feeding of the ewes and female replacements, known as ‘hoggets’, along with the removal of rustic cattle from the uplands, is perceived as one of the biggest changes to the ‘traditional’ hill farming system practiced by their forefathers. The reason given for supplementary feeding is firstly, flock sizes are much larger now than in the past (their parents time), when average flocks were about 60–80 ewes, as opposed to averages of 300–400 sheep today; thus, there is greater grazing pressure on the commons.
The large flocks of today are seen as a consequence of the European headage production subsidies of the 1980s and early 1990s, and also in the past they did not have the winter fodder (or capacity to purchase it) to keep large flocks. This trend is born out in the census of agricultural for the Cahersiveen Rural District, a statistical division which covers most of the Iveragh peninsula, and is the smallest area (80,169 ha) for which long term agricultural statistics is available. Between the 1980 and 1991 census, the total number of sheep in the Cahersiveen Rural District rose by 51%, or a 72% increase between 1933 and the peak of 1991 (Census of Agriculture, 1933 to 2011). Between the 1991 and 2000 census, there was an 18% reduction in sheep numbers, probably reflecting the compulsory destocking of overgrazed commonages under the 1998 Irish Commonage Framework Plan. The landmark 2005 European Single Farm Payment (SFP), which de-coupled subsidies from production, and effectively made the transition to supporting farmers’ incomes rather than farm production, has as yet not had a large effect on stocking levels, with only a 2.6% reduction in sheep numbers between 2000 and the most recent 2010 census. As stated by one of my interviewees, with low lamb prices and high prices for feedstuff, the trend is towards reducing sheep numbers, but ‘it takes a while to get out of something’. It was also frequently pointed out, that it was those who overstocked most in the past that were subsequently rewarded with the highest Single Farm Payment (as it is based on historic income data). This is another reason they do not blindly follow policy and subsidy incentives: the hill farmers fear that if they reduce sheep numbers now, they may not be able to get back into them if a new quota system or policy is introduced in the future.

The principal reason for the supplementary feeding of sheep today is that there is no market for light store lambs off the mountain, with export markets demanding lambs of over 40 kg. The sheep farmers must provide supplementary feeding to their hill lambs just to bring them up to 28 to 30 kg, before they are bought by buyers at the farm and sent to factories up the country for fattening and slaughter. A number of farmers attempted to fatten lambs but gave it up because it was uneconomical, the higher lamb prices were eaten up by cost of bought-in feeding, not to mention the extra labour, which they never cost. All the farmers were unanimous in stating that their biggest problem is the poor price of their principal product, hill lamb, which in 2014/2015 was making just €38 (for 28/30 kg lamb), and about €70 for a 40 kg lamb. Prices also fluctuate from year to year, with hill lambs making about €55 in 2010/2011, and about €60 in 2016. Some farmers have started crossing their rustic Blackface sheep with heavier lowland breeds such as Texel, in order to produce a heavier lamb, but the cross breeds are not suited to rough mountain grazing and are never kept as breeding replacements. Some interviewed hill farmers predicted that in time the hill breeds will completely die out and sheep farming will become a lowland affair. In the past, the lambs were sold off the hill as two to three year old ‘wethers’ (as opposed to after 4 to 5 months today), but there is no market for this lamb today, as consumers consider the flavour too strong and the meat too fatty. The farmers themselves believe it is the most flavoursome and best quality lamb, which some still produce for their own household consumption. The lack of a market for light weight hill lamb lies at the crux of the economic viability of both the farming system and way of life in upland environments like Coomasaharn-Caneerah. As remarked by Burton and Schwarz (2013: 638) ‘without economic capital, cultural and social capital are unsustainable’.

Most of the Coomasaharn-Caneerah hill farmers also have a small herd (6–14 cows) of Limousine suckler cows that spend most of the year indoors in slatted cattle sheds. One farmer carries Limousine Shorthorn crosses that are not housed. In the past, many of these farms would have kept small herds of rustic Kerry or Dexter cows, that lived outdoors all year round and grazed the uplands (after the sheep has passed) from April to November. It is believed both locally and by experts that a combination of cattle and sheep are the most effective grazers for managing the uplands (Backshall et al., 2001). However, the continental Limousine breeds are unsuited to the rigours of the mountain, but their calves fetch almost double the price at the market to the former light weight rustic breeds, for which there is no market nowadays. Limousine cattle held in-doors for most of the year, and for which all feedstuff has to be bought-in is an anomaly in a mountain farming system and is probably loss making. The local farm advisor referred to it

2 The decoupled SFP breaks the link between the number of livestock and farm household income. It is based on historic payments prior to decoupling.
as a ‘fashion’, and a hang-over from the traditional mixed sheep and cattle mountain grazing regime of the past. There is also the added problem of disposing of the slurry in this sensitive SAC environment.

5. Farm Income
The net farm income in the valley ranges from €10,000 to €18,000 a year, in line with the 2014 average National Farm Income from the sheep sector of €11,731 (Hanrahan et al., 2014), rising to €16,011 in 2016 (Dillon et al., 2016). The most important income source is from European subsidies, in particular the Single Farm Payment (SFP), Area Aide (a Natural Handicap payment), and Agri-environment subsidies. In terms of animal sales, they are running at a loss (see also Acs et al., 2010). The new ‘function’ of agriculture in naturally handicapped places like the uplands is, as previously stated, seen to lie in the provision of environmental goods and services, including the maintenance of scenic cultural landscapes, water sources, biodiversity and related habitats. However, as currently structured ‘public goods’ does not support farm incomes, while conservation area designations can actually suppress them (Crowley et al., 2016). This leaves marginal upland farmers heavily reliant on farming subsidies and off-farm incomes.

The Coomasaharn-Canearagh hill farmers are essentially using their income from EU subsidies to subsidise their loss making sheep and cattle enterprises, with bought-in feedstuffs being their biggest farm expenditure. They were asked why they continue to carry large stock numbers, when under the current decoupled SFP, it would be economically more profitable for them to live from subsidies and the required minimum stocking density of 1 ewe per ha for cross-compliance purposes. They unanimously replied that they could not do that, they are farmers after all and they have to ‘produce a product’. Their active engagement with the landscape relates to production, and claimed ‘green land’ is always admired. They also stated that they had to have a reason for ‘getting out of bed in the morning’ (see Burton and Schwarz, 2013; Fischer et al., 2012). They believe that without the sheep they would be lost and would not know what to do all day. Without verbally expressing it, sheep farming is obviously an important part of their cultural and social identity. They accept that they are what is locally referred to as ‘Busy Fools’. Renwick et al., (2013) also observed that landowners will continue uneconomic farming (and supplement income in other ways) for a variety of social and cultural reasons. The reality is that many of the Coomasaharn-Canearagh hill farmers, especially the bachelors, do not know or care if their enterprise is loss making or not. They are traditionalists who do what they have always done and believe things will work out eventually (O’Rourke, 2012). Contrary to policy assumptions, they are not rational economic actors (Burton and Paragahawewa, 2011). Practically, all of them inherited their farms and apart from one ‘progressive’ farmer, they are not carrying large financial debt. The critically important thing for them is ‘to carry on’, to be able to say ‘we are still at it’, like a badge of defiance or resistance. The fear was also expressed that if one does not keep up their stock numbers on the commons, another neighbour (shareholder) would take advantage and perhaps or improve their farm, reclaim more ‘green land’, and of course make a living. During conversation, they often referred to their parents/ancestors as the ‘old people’. They see themselves as the upholders of the traditional knowledge of the ‘old people’, which they

6. Mentality
Why would bachelor farmers with no successors continue to overstock a mountain, even when it is uneconomical to do so? From the interviews, it became clear that the hill sheep farmer’s social identity and perceived standing in the community is still linked with being an active farmer with a large flock size. Certain family names were always associated with being big farmers, and it is perceived to be important to be carrying on that family tradition, as well as maintaining the family name on the land. The interviews indicate that the overwhelming motivation for the majority of farmers in the valley is ‘tradition’. They want to fulfil the inherited responsibilities entrusted on them by their parents and their parents before them, regardless of the shifting policy/subsidy environment that ultimately dictates the viability of their farms. Many also stated that if possible, they would like to expand or improve their farm, reclaim more ‘green land’, and of course make a living. During conversation, they often referred to their parents/ancestors as the ‘old people’. They see themselves as the upholders of the traditional knowledge of the ‘old people’, which they
believe is central to farming the uplands that they are strongly attached to. In Norwegian mountain farms, studies have also found a sense of duty towards previous and future generations, along with the notion of being stewards, not owners, of the land (Shucksmith and Ronningen 2011; Daugstad et al., 2006; Flemsæter and Setten, 2006). It has always been difficult to make a living in places like Coomasagharn-Canearagh where the environmental constraints are strong. Not surprisingly, they are risk averse and the passed down wisdom of the tried and trusted ways of the ancestors is respected. Resistance to change is what defines them, and helps explain their ‘resistance identity’ (see also Rebanks, 2016). Paniagua (2013: 1) argued that ‘resistance suggests permanence’ and can be associated with the concept of rural resilience. Their resistance to change is also a source of vulnerability. They march to a different value system, a different world vision, out of step with today’s multifunctional, postmodern, globalised world. Their biggest fear is that there will be no one here in the future and all that mountain and sheep knowledge will be lost, the mountain will ‘go wild’.

None of the hill farmers interviewed felt either geographically or socially isolated, even though they could go for days without meeting anyone. Many expressed the delight of returning home to the peace and tranquillity of their mountain and sheep after a noisy day in town. Their attachment to the place and the land is based on what Selman (2004) referred to as a deep experiential engagement, purposefulness and heritage as opposed to new relationships with the land of aesthetics, scenery and recreation. Their active engagement with the landscape relates to production, not conservation and terms like ‘ecosystem services’ are meaningless to them. They manifest a strong sense of place, but the sense of community is more debatable. The community today is depopulated and fragile, and the petty jealousy and begrudgery of the past still lie just under the surface. Similarly, the collective management of the commons in terms of regulating stocking density, burning the heather, fencing and the ‘gathering’ of sheep at certain times of the year for dipping, shearing or lambing, has broken down (Ostrom, 1990). A number of commoners expressed the belief that the commons should be divided into private shares, but it was felt that it would be impossible to get agreement on equitable divisions. Overall, one has to rely on oneself, a good sheep dog and extended family (often a brother) when necessary. One informant stated that the local mentality is ‘stubborn and closed’. Ironically, it may well be their obstinate spirit of ‘resistance’ and lack of innovation that binds these people to this place. The vast majority of farmers interviewed stated that they had lived a good life, they loved hill farming and being one’s own boss, adding that they would do it all over again. They feel abandoned by local politicians (too few votes), and alienated from the power brokers in Dublin and Brussels, whom they believe want to ‘close down the countryside’.

7. Social Reality

Isolation is a perception, and as previously stated none of the people interviewed who came from the valley (including all the bachelor farmers) felt either socially or geographically isolated. The few people who have married into the valley, especially two mothers with young families, see things differently. They feel strongly the difficulty of bringing up a family in such a geographically isolated place with poor services, to the extent that one woman with a young family is adamant that they are moving out. She had to give up a good job in a nearby town, due to the lack of childminding facilities. When the children start school, they have to be driven in and out of the valley a few times a day to catch the school bus. In short, the mothers’ of young children spend their day on the road, which is both expensive and time consuming and not compatible with working outside the home. They also expressed the belief that the lack of services in the valley, in particular, internet access, puts their children at a further disadvantage, with one mother opting to drive her children back into town in the evening so that they could access internet, which is often necessary for school homework, in a friend’s house. There were plans to build a telecommunication mast in the valley a few years ago, but it never materialised as there were too many objections to it, both from people in the valley and in the surrounding area, mostly on health grounds. The lack of broadband also hinders the option of working from home. The lack

---

3 In policy terms we have, as argued by Mansfield (2008: 180), ‘moved from a situation where environmental goods are the by-product of farming to a situation where farming is a by-product of environmental goods’.
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of social capital, community cohesion and basic services adversely affects the adaptive capacity of what was once a tightly couples social-ecological system.

8. Farm-Diversification / Multifunctionalism

The Coomasaharn-Canearagh valley with its lake and surrounding mountains is spectacularly beautiful and scenic. At first glance, one would think that it is well placed to capitalise on the European multifunctional or farm diversification policy, which is one of the major objectives of the EU Rural Development Framework (Renting et al., 2008; Wilson, 2001; Mansfield, 2011). The concept of multifunctionality was developed in the late 1990s to encapsulate the reorientation of the agricultural sector in less productive areas towards the provision of environmental and other public goods, and ultimately fosters ‘post-productivism’ (Shucksmith and Ronningen, 2011). Marginal hill farmers in places like Coomasaharn-Canearagh are encouraged to diversify into such activities as agri-tourism or to add value to their produce by developing niche marketing and ‘terroir’ labelling. Theoretically, it provides a possibility for reconnecting people and nature (Fischer et al., 2012). But nobody in the valley profits from tourism, even though it is just off the famous ‘Ring of Kerry’ scenic coastal route and part of the ‘Wild Atlantic Way’ that circles the Iveragh peninsula. The inhabitants of the valley claim that it is too isolated for tourists to want to stay there. In the past, an hotelier from a nearby village used to bring tourists on walking day trips to the valley, and still today the valley is used by individual and group organised hill walkers, but there is no economic return to the local inhabitants from these activities. In fact, there are only inconveniences with indiscriminate parking blocking roads and field entrances. There is also the fear of walkers leaving gates open, knocking fences and worst of all, bringing dogs onto the mountain. Most of the farmers are not hostile to tourist/walkers, but their major concern is the lack of clarity around public liability insurance – who is responsible if a walker falls and injures themselves (see www.mountaineering.ie)? None of the farmers in the valley have public liability insurance, as it is deemed an expense they can ill afford. Others spoke of the difficulty of getting planning permission for potential tourism or farm diversification projects within an SAC designation. For multifunctionalism to work, especially in marginal depopulated areas like the Coomasaharn-Canearagh valley, it would require a lot more input and support from national and regional government that could, for example, work towards improving hill lamb quality, launching a quality ‘terroir’ label, diversifying into agri or eco-tourism. These are not things that some elderly hill farmers without internet access and who left school at fourteen years of age, are likely to ever achieve on their own.

All the interviewed hill farmers declared that they had neither the interest, mentality, skills, nor capital to invest in agri-tourism or farm product transformation. But some of their successors, including the few younger women who married into the valley may be more entrepreneurial. The preferred survival option has traditionally been to combine farming with off-farm work. In the past this involved seasonal agricultural work on lowland farms or in the UK and Scotland. It has been argued that farm diversification and off-farm work encourages further marginalisation and simplification of farming practices (Lopez-i-Gelats et al., 2011). Alternatively, it has also been shown to be an important farm survival strategy, and does not necessarily represent ‘people on their way out of farming’ (Kinsella et al., 2000). Pluriactivity is increasingly a structural phenomenon, especially in marginal areas where the ability to tap into a variety of income sources has enabled farmers to stay on the farm (O’Rourke et al., 2016; Crowley et al., 2016).

9. Future Prospects

Because of their physical constraints, geographical remoteness and climatic conditions, upland areas represent an extreme case of economic and social vulnerability. There was general agreement in the Coomasaharn-Canearagh valley that there will be big changes there in the next ten to twenty years when the existing farmers, practically all without successors, will have died out. In terms of the future, one possible scenario put forward is that it will be a combination of land abandonment and ‘ranch farming’, whereby large outside farmers will buy up farms and commonage rights and adopt a ranch style farming system, where large flocks of sheep are left to their own devices on the mountain. This is already happening on parts of the peninsula. With the reduced labour input and infrequent checking of sheep, there may well be animal husbandry
problems, but as it is sheep/lambs are not valuable enough to warrant veterinary costs. Such farms would be managed from a distance and the valley would eventually be depopulated. The ranch farmers will do ‘their sums’, and will essentially be farming subsidies. This option would bring about large changes to the cultural landscape, vegetation and biodiversity of the uplands. A similar trend was remarked on by Paniagua (2013) in remote areas of rural Spain, where as a consequence of rural exodus the few remaining farmers took over all the farming land in the municipality. Another possible scenario is the rewilding of the mountain and regenerating forest, in line with the increased liberalisation of trade and reduction in CAP subsidies (Navarro and Pereira, 2012; Jørgensen, 2015; Vera, 2000). This would also have a negative biodiversity impact, as studies show that both under and over grazing adversely affect upland biodiversity. Biodiversity peaks for low levels of land use, associated with extensive grazing, following the ecological intermediate disturbance principle (Grime, 1979; Evans et al., 2006; Hanley et al., 2008). Rewilding would also mark the end of human habitation in the valley. A third scenario is based on the continuation of a family hill farming system, provided it could be combined with off-farm work, along with more direct payment for public goods provision. This option is predicated on the availability of off-farm work and thus the socio-economic development of the peninsula. Full-time farming cannot ensure viable upland communities. Currently, 25% of the active male population in the Cahersiveen Rural District are employed in agriculture (Census of Population, 2016). The over dependence on Primary Sector employment is a measure of the under development of the local economy. Ultimately, it will take political decisions at the national and European level, along with pro-active policies on the ground, to actively promote employment and HNV farming in isolated areas like the Iveragh peninsula, or the future will be wide scale abandonment. This in turn would have a major impact on the thriving tourism industry in the County which is dependent on ‘consumption landscapes’ for tourism and recreation (see Buijs et al., 2006).

Effective policies for the conservation of mountain farming systems and the associated environmental goods and services demanded by society must, as demonstrated by the above case study, take into account social and economic objectives as well as ecological and landscape issues in an integrated manner. As argued by Pinto-Correia et al. (2006: 340), "If the intention is to maintain living landscapes, many more aspects of the rural life have to be supported or recreated in new ways and combinations. Rural society is in decay and it no longer has a close and functional relation with the landscape". Alternatively, Marini et al., (2011) suggest that the decline of traditional agriculture appears to be largely inevitable because it is closely linked to a broader process of social transformation. This certainly rings true in Coomasaharn-Cannearagh with its out-migration and elderly bachelor farmers. If public goods and environmental services is ultimately the raison d’etre of farming in such marginal but high nature value areas then that needs to be translated into income on the ground, which is not currently happening. One way of doing this would be by shifting emphasis to locally-defined and evidence-based agri-environmental policies, possibly along with access payments for tourists and hill walkers (Keenleyside et al., 2014; Renwick et al., 2013; Burton and Schwarz, 2013). This would effectively mean decoupling public goods payments from agricultural subsidies. Several studies have also called for policies and national strategies specifically targeted towards upland and mountain communities (CRC, 2010; CEDRA, 2014).

10. Conclusions

The fragility of both the community and hill farming system in the Coomasagharn-Cannearagh case study is driven by a lack of economic viability, along with an inability to supplement farm income by either off-farm work or farm-diversification. This along with an ageing population, lack of successors, geographic isolation and poor infrastructure, means that the once tightly coupled social-ecological system is unravelling. The strong environmental constraints to production-oriented agriculture, which means that the hill farmers’ will never be able to compete on globalised markets. If the environmental goods and services of the existing HNV farming system are to be maintained by agricultural subsidies, notably agri-environment payments, will need to be more targeted and evidence based. Currently, it is the larger production-oriented farms that receive the highest payments from both Pillars of the CAP (Herzon et al., 2018; Wynn-Jones, 2013;
Burton and Schwarz, 2013). Issues of land abandonment and depopulation in environmentally important areas such as the Coomasagharn-Canearagh valley, need a broader approach than a solely agricultural one. It is crucial that the ecological and socio-economic aspects of high nature value farming systems are integrated within a ‘joined up’ Rural Development Framework (cf. CEDRA, 2014; Lowe and Baldock, 2000; Mitchley et al., 2006). We need to re-establish meaningful links between people and nature that safeguard biodiversity, while creating socio-economic opportunities to revitalise marginal rural areas. Ultimately, it will be a political and societal choice that will decide whether we maintain a lived-in countryside or a marginal and abandoned one.
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